
Unleash Your Creativity To Solve A Global Challenge With ‘Superhero U’ & Earn 

Prizes Worth $90,000 

Are you a fan of superhero movies and comics? Do you feel drawn towards solving modern 

world challenges with innovative approach by using glint of superpower and extraordinary 

imagination? Are you a high school or college student with big educational dreams? Then the 

‘Superhero U’ competition launched by Globalshala is your chance to fulfill these aspirations 

and unlock the door to many more opportunities.  

Through this competition you will gain the valuable knowledge of innovative thinking, 

problem solving, and social entrepreneurship by designing your superhero to bring forth the 

desired social change. ‘Superhero U’ is inspired by the United Nation’s mission to ‘promote 

prosperity while protecting the planet’ and focuses on the global issues highlighted in its 

Sustainable Development Goals. This unique competition is open in two categories – Junior 

(up to 18 years old) and Senior (from 18 to 25 years old). You can participate either as an 

individual or with a team of 4. You can be based anywhere in the world to take part in this 

challenge and the final winners will receive $90,000 worth prize money which includes 

scholarships, global travel and internship opportunities, gift cards and electronic gadgets.  

The competition will take place in 3 stages. Rise of the Hero, Battle Begins and Ultimate 

Showdown. To participate in the competition you have think a modern day problem that 

creates a challenge for everyone of us around the globe. Then you have to design your 

superhero who will take on those challenges. Either through stories, illustration, posters and 

photo collage or through comic strips, video and video games you will describe your 

superhero’s mission. Then finally you have design the way your superhero is going to solve 

all those problems and save the race.  

What you will get through winning this competition is not just the prize, but a huge resource 

comprising of practical information, tools, internship opportunities and expert advice that you 

will need to build the career of dreams. So without any further ado, visit Globalshala today 

and enroll for ‘Superhero U’ - the most exciting and rewarding competition of this year.   


